Home learning activities:
Spring
Doves: 3 months -20 months.


Soap foam play: In a bowl or bucket add some water,
squeeze in some washing up liquid and a few drops of
different colours of food colouring. Give your child a
whisk and show them how to use it. If you whisk really
quickly, foam will begin to form and the colours will
start to mix. Remember to change your facial expressions as you whisk and things change. Comment on what is happening.

Learning objective: Know that ‘tools’ and materials can be used in different
ways.
Rainbow cling film painting: Cover a table or large cardboard box (strong enough to support if your child cannot
stand unaided) in clingfilm. Squirt coloured paint into a
rainbow shape, then cover in another two layers of clingfilm so the paint can’t escape through any gaps. Can they
use their fingers or their hands to move the paint around and make different marks?. You could also use cookie cutters or toys to make different impressions in the paint.


Learning objective: Notices and is interested in the effects of making movements which leaves marks.


Obstacle course: Lay pillows and cushions on the floor in different places.
Show your child what you would like them to do by
crawling, stepping, walking or rolling across the
cushions/pillows. Can they copy you and move in
different ways?

Learning objective: To build and strengthen muscles
across the whole body.

Doves continued

Spring natural objects: Collect some natural objects from
your garden and place in a basket or on the floor in front of
your child. At first, allow them to explore the objects without any interaction from you. Be there next to them for any
initiated communication. This is to allow your child to independently explore and work things out for themselves e.g.
if they pull the flower, the flower head may fall off (depending on how hard
they pull) or that a rock can be heavier than they initially thought and they
may need to use both hands to pick it up.
Learning object: To learn about the world around them through sensory exploration, trail and error and cause and effect.


Paper plate chick: Use yellow paint and a paper plate to make a spring chick.
Use fingers, hands, brushes or a plastic fork to colour in
your plate. Add on googly eyes and feathers with glue
once dry. Do they like the sensory feel of paint on their
hands? Do they prefer using a brush? Show them different ways to explore the paint. You could also add sand to
give it a different texture.
Learning objective: Enjoys the sensory experience of making
marks in damp sand, paste or paint.


Starlings: 16 months– 26 months

Frozen flowers: Collect flowers and leaves from the garden
and place into Tupperware pots or ice cube trays and freeze
them. Once frozen, turn them out onto a tray or on the floor in
the garden. Use plastic tools or cutlery to try and excavate
them. Can they work out how to get them out? Do they need
help? Which tool works best? What happens if you leave them
for an hour?
Learning objective: Seeks out others to share experiences, working as a team
and gaining control over tools.


Starlings continued


Butterfly sun catchers: Draw two butterfly shapes on
coloured paper (or use template provided). Cut out the middle of the
wings on both cutouts and cover the hole with cling
film. Glue around the outside of the butterfly and
stick together. Using shiny sweet wrappers, tissue paper or sequins, encourage your child to stick pieces to
the cling film. Can they make a pattern? Can they
place items the same on each side? Can they use
child safe scissors to cut up bits of paper for decoration? (under close supervision)

Learning objective: To begin to use one handed tools to make snips in paper.


Flower soup: Using flowers collected from the garden or outside, place
them into a deep tray or bucket. Pretend to make soup for
your family. How does the smell change when you add the
flowers and begin stirring. Use ladles, cups, bowls and spoons.
How many ladles does it take to fill up your bowl? Count together as you empty the ladles.

Learning objectives: Recites some number names in sequence.



Tulip printing: Create a tulip picture by using an old plastic fork
dipped in paint. Use a brush or a finger to paint on the stem
and leaves for your flower. Can they make different coloured
tulips? How many can you make? Talk about the marks they
make using the fork. Show them a picture of a tulip to show
them what they will be making.

Learning objective: Experiments with blocks colours and marks. Notices the
effects of making movements which leaves marks.

Starlings continued

Dancing: Sing animal action songs (type these into Youtube and the songs will come up) e.g. Hop
little bunnies (and other animals), Old MacDonald
had a farm, Down in the jungle, Baby shark etc. Can
your child copy the actions and sing along with you?
Do they join in with the vocalisations?
Learning objective: Enjoys rhymes and demonstrates listening by trying to
join in with actions and vocalisations.


Kingfishers 2-3years
Flower printing: Collect some flowers from the garden or on a walk. Use
them as a paint brush to print a flower picture. Experiment with different size and shaped petals. Look closely
at the flowers before painting and discuss what you can
see, name the different parts eg petals, stalk. Talk about
the patterns they are making on their paper as they
paint. Extend this activity by mixing two prime colours together… What
new colour do they think it will make?
Learning objective: To learn about nature and look closely at some features
of the environment.




Make a cress head: Make your own cress head and watch it grow. You can
draw a face on the yoghurt pot or use a photo of yourself! The
cress leaves will look like your hair growing. Follow the link to
watch a video and see how Mr Bloom from CBeebies makes
his cress head. https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/makes/mrblooms-nursery-cressheads

Learning objective: To learn about growth, development and how to produce some of their own food.

Kingfishers continued.


Mimic movements: Move in a variety of ways with your
child e.g. flutter like a butterfly, wiggle like a worm. Say
the action and then do it for them to copy. After they
have done the activity a few times say the animal not
the action– can they remember the movement? What
other creatures can they think of? How do they move?
Research it together and discover something new!

Learning objective: To move in a variety of ways and improve memory skills

Cutting flowers: Collect some natural resources
from the garden or on a walk e.g. flowers, leaves,
small twigs, grass etc. Using child appropriate scissors cut up the natural treasure. Talk about which
items are easier/ harder to cut and why this might
be. Try and keep your thumb pointing to ceiling as
you use scissors. Explore the smells and texture as you play.


Learning objective: To use one handed tools to make snips whilst understanding the need for safety and to explore nature at first hand.



Hot Potato Sing ‘Hot potato pass it on’ whilst passing a
ball back and forth/ around a circle. Encourage your
child to stay focused on the ball and pass it to the next
person as quickly but precisely as possible. Extend the
activity by using different size balls or other objects e.g.
a teddy, fruit etc.

Learning objective: To develop hand eye coordination and be able to throw
and catch a ball.

Preschool 3+ years.
Gardening: Encourage your child to help
in the garden weeding, turning soil or plant
some flowers/ seeds in a flower pot. Talk
about the things a plant needs to grow and discuss the herb garden from a previous activity. Can they recall what happened? Give your child
the task of watering and taking care of certain plants. Extend the activity by
drawing a picture as the plant grows to capture the changes over time. Add
labels e.g. stem, leaf etc.


Learning objective: To observe changes over time and use appropriate tools
safely.



Frozen flowers: Freeze flowers, single petals, blossom, leaves and
grass in water. Explore the ice without tools and find ways to
make the ice melt. Talk about how it started as water. How did it
become ice? What is changing as you touch it, squirt water on it? Leave
some ice in the sun and see what happens.

Learning object: To learn about factors that cause change. To extend the vocabulary including words : freeze, melt, solid, liquid, opposite etc.

Number carrots: Cut out and decorate some carrots
using pens or pencils and number 1-5. Cut out some
green strands for the carrot tops. Can your child stick the
correct number of green strands onto each carrot? They
could make marks to represent the numbers on the carrot too e.g. 5 spots on number 5. Extend the activity by
making simple sums e.g. 2 +3= ?? can the find the right carrot? Make sure
you have a plus sign so it doesn’t look like 23.


Learning objective: to match number and quantity, recognise numbers, record
marks they can interpret and show an interest in number problems.

Preschool continued.


Butterfly: Search for information about butterflies and
discuss how their wings are symmetrical. Cut out a
butterfly shape from paper or use the template attached.
Dip cotton buds in paint to design your own butterfly. Encourage your child to think about the colours and patterns
they would like to use. Can they make both wings match?

Learning objective: To explore patterns and choose colours for a purpose. To
develop precision and hand eye coordination.



Balloons: Blow up a balloon and use it as a ball. Try and keep the balloon
off the floor for as long as you can by kicking, hitting, batting etc. Use a
timer to keep track or count how many times you connect with the ball.
Extend the game by hitting and kicking it to each other developing team
work to reach a goal. Talk about how your body feels
when you have finished. Why do they think that is?
Learning objective: To develop control over an object
in pushing, patting, throwing, catching or kicking it.

Remember to choose 2 phonic
sounds this week and reinforce using activities sent out in
week 3.

